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QUICK DECISIVE VICTORY - WISDOM OR MIRAGE? by MAJ John M. Peppers, 75 pages.

This monograph explores the US Army's recently announced goal of quick decisive victory. This concept has emerged in the wake of US victories in Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM and reflects one of the National Military Strategy's principles - the use of decisive, overwhelming force. Generally this concept calls for an unambiguous victory, rapidly achieved through very precise use of proportional force, and is carefully crafted to insure minimum or no US casualties and limited collateral damage. In view of emerging post Cold War global and domestic situations this is a daunting standard to place before the US Army.

This monograph reviews the definitions and meanings of the phrase "quick decisive victory" in some detail. It then examines two case studies in history where quick decisive victories seemed to occur. Specifically Napoleon Bonaparte's 1805 and 1806 campaigns and Nazi Germany's triumphs over Poland in 1939 and France in 1940 are analyzed. Each case study is evaluated within the physical, cybernetic and moral domains of war for common attributes of these types of campaigns. These are also compared to Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM as more modern examples of decisive campaigns. The proposition that the victors possessed, recognized and exploited major advantages which made their forces asymmetrically superior is explored. The monograph finds that these 19th and 20th century decisive campaigns provide clues and warnings about the pursuit of quick decisive victory in the 21st century.

The monograph asserts that an essential pre-condition of quick decisive campaigns is that military operational end states are closely integrated and aligned within political-strategic aims. Another pre-condition is a minimum of an asymmetrical advantage over the opponent in the cybernetic and moral domains with at least symmetry in the physical domain. These requisite advantages are best measured in doctrine, organization, training and leadership. Finally the monograph concludes that the fleeting and elusive nature of the asymmetrical advantage and quick decisive victory can act as a mirage to national leaders. Its essence is easily misunderstood, misidentified and misapplied. Ultimately the monograph stresses the immediate relevance of these facts to the operational planner attempting to achieve strategic objectives in an atmosphere that presumes and demands quick decisive victory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Increasingly today's US operational planners must function in an atmosphere of strategic ambiguity. The changing world situation negates much of past US grand strategy and opens to potentially lingering debate, "the proper mix of military, economic and political tools of power."¹ The argument is that:

simply noting a movement away from Cold War priorities, of course, is far from enough. We need to push our thinking still further and explore a range of possible grand strategies for the coming era...(and) also explore the degree of global involvement demanded by changing circumstances.²

Thus a likely trend in US grand strategy for the future will be debate and disagreement. This poses unique challenges to US military strategy, as well as to service enabling strategies and operational methodologies. A key issue is whether the US Army's recently announced goal of quick decisive victory (QDV) is wise. This monograph will review the operational definitions of this phrase and carefully examine historical case studies where it seemed to exist. Drawing upon this historical data will allow assessment of the appropriateness of such a strategy.

The Army's adoption of the QDV goal evolves from the establishment of a national military strategic principle of "decisive force" in the 1992 National Military Strategy Document (NMSD). Among other post-Cold War firsts, this document reflects the 1992 National Security Strategy foundations of Strategic Deterrence & Defense, Forward Presence, Crisis Response and Reconstitution.³ The 1992 NMSD is most often noted for a shift from a global to a regional warfare orientation, for the use of a smaller, streamlined Base Force, as well as an emphasis on strategic agility and adaptive planning to focus on the intangible threats of the uncertain post-Cold war world. Meanwhile the NMSD
implementation methodology of eight strategic principles, including "decisive force," does not draw a corresponding amount of public interest.  

The NMSD describes decisive force as: avoidance of half measures and confused objectives, the ability to rapidly assemble the forces necessary to win, and application of those forces within a concept to overwhelm our adversaries and terminate conflict swiftly and with a minimum loss of life. The term is further defined in the 1992 Joint Military Net Assessment as a force which is, "designed to be powerful enough to overwhelm the enemy's forces and achieve US objectives with low risk and minimal casualties." While these definitions do not engender much public scrutiny they have been the source of riveting interest to service military professionals and force planners because they set the boundaries for much of the roles and missions debate.

Briefly the debates have raged over such issues as what constitutes a decisive force, and whether a single service or a joint force is necessary to achieve that standard. Whether the projected Base Force, particularly the Contingency Component, properly represents a fully capable and decisive force is also heatedly argued. It is in this environment that the US Army term "quick decisive victory" has developed.

The Army's statutory basis — to organize, train, and equip forces for the conduct of prompt and sustained combat operations on land — is highlighted in the FY 93 Posture Statement. It is in this document that the first allusions to quick decisive victory are found. Building on the theme of the Army as the "decisive deterrent" and the stated Army characteristic of a capability for "decisive victory", the text frequently ties these notions to those of "rapid deployment" and "responsiveness to
This emphasis on tying "quick" to the concept of "decisive victory" in Army policy has led to it being included in the Army's emerging doctrine. In sum this concept calls for unambiguous victory, rapidly achieved through very precise use of proportional force, carefully crafted to insure minimum or no US casualties and limited collateral damage. This is a daunting standard to place before the US Army. This monograph will examine this concept in both a historical and contemporary context and comment on the wisdom of declaring such a force employment strategy or policy.

The phenomenon of quick decisive or rapid and relatively bloodless campaigns is not new to modern warfare. Though rare, excellent examples have been seen throughout history. Well documented instances occurred in 19th and early 20th century warfare. These include Napoleon Bonaparte's uniquely successful campaigns of 1805 and 1806 and the shocking triumphs of Nazi Germany in 1939 and 1940. While history's lessons certainly are not guaranteed to be those needed for the future, when comprehensively and contextually studied, it does sometimes offer broad guideposts to those discerning enough to find them. Reviewing these case studies and briefly comparing them with the more recent Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM will facilitate investigation of a number of related issues.

The principal issue is whether 19th and 20th century decisive campaigns warn us about the complexities of quick decisive victory in the 21st century. By determining what common characteristics existed in past quick decisive campaigns, it may be possible to facilitate execution of quick decisive victory in the future. The degree to which the various opponents had a contemporary symmetry or asymmetry in war making capability, will
be closely considered. Finally the legacy of each quick decisive campaign will be briefly analyzed to see what results such a strategy wrought.

By this process the monograph will find that a necessary pre-condition for quick decisive campaigns is that military operational end states must be closely integrated within the political-strategic aims. Another essential pre-condition is the possession of an asymmetrical advantage in the cybernetic and moral domains of war and at least symmetry in the physical domain. Further these requisite advantages are best recognized or measured through contemporary doctrine, organization, training and leadership. Finally the monograph will conclude that the fleeting and elusive nature of the asymmetrical advantage, and therefore quick decisive victory, is easily misunderstood. Ultimately the monograph will stress that these facts are of immediate relevance to the operational planner attempting to achieve strategic objectives in an atmosphere that presumes and demands quick decisive victory.

II. DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS

To effectively proceed with this investigation some common basis for definition of terms and the analysis methodology must be established. First it is necessary to closely scrutinize and further develop the meaning of the term quick decisive victory. Also the basis for selecting the historical decisive campaigns to be analyzed, will be briefly reviewed. Next, the monograph's analysis methodology must be explained. Finally the concept of "asymmetrical opponents" as a possible necessary precondition to quick decisive victory will be introduced.
QUICK DECISIVE VICTORY-

The United States, a nation born in war, "is also a nation that has grudgingly accepted the irony that the joys of liberty cannot be guaranteed without a willingness to suffer the hardships of war."13 The notion of quick decisive victory appears to be the ultimate embodiment of the American way of war. The emphasis on swift results, clearly decided, certainly appeals to any democratic government. Yet the demand for technologically superior combat power or force, overwhelmingly applied, is a very dominant American trait.14 Also very American is the more recent demand for precise use of proportional force resulting in minimum casualties and collateral damage.15 So there is a uniquely American aspect to the concept of quick decisive victory. This must be considered when trying to determine its characteristics and results from historical campaigns.

"Quick decisive victory" is a phrase with great potential for confusion stemming from multiple interpretations of its meaning. In order for the term to have meaning in the context of this study, the individual words and the phrase as a whole must be commonly defined. The word "victory" alone has multiple definitions, as does "decisive", while the measure of what is "quick" is always somewhat relative and probably situationally dependent. By interpreting the words individually and then in combination, a common understanding of the phrase will be built.

What constitutes or defines "victory" is usually a source of wide debate in any situation. The debaters often include everyone from the man-in-the-street, to the military professionals and the political decision makers. It is fallacious to assume that a commonly understood frame of reference for this term exists. Victory is a multi-faceted concept which defies simplistic
Bernice Carroll, a noted author on conflict resolution, offers four different views of victory. First is victory interpreted in military means which measures the annihilation, destruction or gradual subjugation/expulsion of the opponent's forces or vital resources. Next is victory as a relationship between parties which encompasses the opponent's capitulation or enduring greater losses. Also valid is victory as a relationship between war aims and war outcomes which can be measured by the attainment, adjustment or frustration of initial war aims. The final view is victory as interpreted in terms of gains and losses, that is relative to the opponent or in relation to the pre-conflict status quo. Usually gains and losses are measured in political, economic, psychological, territorial, or strategic terms as well as in casualties.

Thus the phrase "quick decisive victory" is subject to different interpretation on the basis of differing understandings of the word "victory" alone. This monograph will adopt the FM 100-5 (Final Draft) definition which generally adheres to the view of victory in terms of military means and war aims/outcomes, as outlined above. Thus victory, "is a process of visualizing an end state and then designating objectives, tailoring the force and conducting operations to achieve that end state." Please note that this very broad definition includes everything from initial development of the political aim, through translation to military objectives, military planning and finally successful execution.

Next to be explored is the less contentious word "decisive". The primary meaning of decisiveness is the objective measure of conclusively achieving the desired aim or end state. But this nearly repeats the definition of victory just derived, so it is the word's secondary and more subjective, qualitative meaning that
is more useful. In particular the 1992 NMSD, the Army FY 93 Posture statement and FM 100-5 (Final Draft) all emphasize decisive as the ability to "overwhelm, paralyze" the enemy.\textsuperscript{20} These words extend the American strategic tradition of "crushing, destroying" enemy forces.\textsuperscript{21} Implicitly and explicitly these documents attach a time sensitive aspect to the word "decisive" which leads directly into the phrases other adjective "quick".\textsuperscript{22}

The final word of the phrase, "quick", emphasizes speed and timeliness of action in relation to achieving the end state, and to the enemy's ability to act/react. In this way it complements the other definitions emphasis on these two subjects. It is important to note that the US Army's position is the "quickest" decisive victories are achieved through joint application of force rather than any single service approach. This is because the enemy is overwhelmed more efficiently and completely.\textsuperscript{23}

To sum up, for the purposes of this monograph quick decisive victory is defined as: the timely application of military force which results in overwhelming paralysis of enemy forces and conclusively achieves military and political end states. This definition can be applied to 19th and early 20th century campaigns with equal fidelity. It is important to note this definition does not reflect the modern era's extreme emphasis on low casualties.

**HISTORICAL CASE STUDY SELECTION**

The case studies to be reviewed are Napoleon Bonaparte's campaigns of 1805 and 1806 and Nazi Germany's invasions of 1939 (Poland) and 1940 (Low countries and France). These will then be briefly compared with more recent US Army operations. Each is an example of offensive operational level warfare. Generally the campaigns were oriented on a concept of relative simultaneous operations seeking annihilation, rather than sequential operations.
with an attrition focus. Each was selected for its reputation as a clear example of a campaign resulting in decisive victory, quickly achieved. Each also represents a lopsided ratio of gains to losses (in terms of strategic aims, territory, casualties, etc.) for the victor relative to the vanquished. Indeed on the surface these campaigns seem to parallel the US Army ideal of quick decisive victory.24

It is clear from the FY 93 Posture statement and FM 100-5 (Final Draft) that the results of JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM have much to do with shaping that ideal. It is equally clear that the campaigns of Napoleon and Nazi Germany intrigue the US Army's leaders as examples of operational warfare to be emulated.25

METHOD OF ANALYSIS-

Discussion of each campaign will begin with a brief description of the political and military situation as the campaign commenced, followed by a summation of the campaign's main events and results. This method will allow identification of the political-strategic aims being sought, the military end states derived from them, and the process by which they were achieved (the campaign itself). Then the campaign will be scrutinized in each of the three domains of war - physical, cybernetic and moral - to determine the key attributes which shaped the campaign and those that were sources of ultimate success. Finally, the characteristics and sources of success for each will be reviewed to determine which are common to campaigns of decisive victory, quickly achieved. Table 1 (pg 45) reflects this analysis method and subsequent tables will serve as a record of the findings.

The physical domain of the battlefield is oriented on the whole process of destruction including the effects of weapons, munitions, terrain, weather, logistics and other physical
factors. Measurement terms will include manpower, firepower, mobility and logistics. The cybernetic domain is concerned with organization, command, control and communication. The moral domain involves the disintegration and breakdown of the individual's and unit's will to fight. Measurement terms include quality of soldiers, morale of units and motivation to fight. Clearly a number of terms apply in more than one domain. Leadership, predominantly a factor in the moral domain, has a role in the cybernetic as well. Organization has a role in all three domains, as does doctrine. Training and combat experience apply both in the moral and the cybernetic domains. In analyzing each historical case study such terms will be addressed to accurately reflect the key attributes of that decisive campaign.

THE NOTION OF SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMETRICAL ARMIES-

This theoretical proposition extends from the notion that warfare's norm is a relative symmetry between opposing nations and their armies. Often at least one side perceives it possesses some physical, moral/psychological or cybernetic advantage over the enemy. On this basis nations go to war. Particularly since the beginning of the industrial age, such a perceived advantage has often been absent or fleeting. Commonly the lesser force rapidly closes the gap in overall capability through introduction of more resources, adaptive learning, or technological breakthrough. Then a roughly symmetrical situation arises and attrition warfare sets in. One theory even sees this rough symmetry as a pre-condition for operational art in the modern era. Finite resources and the search for alternatives to attrition warfare, leads to the elements of campaign design such as envisioning end states and establishing main effort and risk areas.
This monograph will thoroughly investigate the proposition that on those rare occasions when truly asymmetrical armies confront each other, and when it is recognized and exploited in a timely fashion, quick decisive campaigns result. The weaker side is overwhelmed before it can reinforce or adapt. Did this happen to Napoleon's enemies in 1805 and 1806?

III. NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGNS OF 1805 and 1806

CAMPAIGN OF 1805-

In the summertime of 1805 Napoleon Bonaparte's forces were arrayed along the English Channel coast threatening invasion of the British Isles. Revolutionary France, no longer the military weakling of 1792-94, faced a Europe of monarchical states hostile over the phenomena of social revolution. The strategic situation was that under the leadership of British Prime Minister William Pitt, a Third Coalition with Austria and Russia had been formed in April. Britain partially subsidized their allies land operations while seeking to destroy Napoleon's growing sea capability.

Napoleon Bonaparte had recently crowned himself Emperor. In this capacity Napoleon's extensive military powers were now completely matched by his political powers. Further from 1802 to 1804 Napoleon took his veteran soldiers, added new conscripts and comprehensively trained them in the proven elements of French doctrinal, organizational, and leadership reforms. Thus was molded the powerful formation forever known as the Grand Armee.

The land military strategy of the Third Coalition in 1805 was primarily Austrian. Following extensive debate among his advisors, Austrian and Holy Roman Emperor Francis I directed his initial main effort of 120,000 troops under Archdukes Charles and
John to defend the province of Tyrol and attack French forces in Italy. Meanwhile, beginning 2 September an army of 72,000 would invade the state of Bavaria and the Danube region under the nominal command of Archduke Ferdinand and the veteran General Mack. The Austrian leadership anticipated Napoleon’s counterstroke would fall in Italy. General Mack’s mission was to coerce the Bavarians into the Coalition and avoid battle, while awaiting the arrival of a Czar Alexander I and Russian armies in mid-October.

By August 1805 it became clear to Napoleon that his plans to invade Britain would remain frustrated, and Austria and Russia were moving against France. By the 23rd of the month Napoleon clearly recognized the threat forming against his Bavarian allies and his forces in Italy. He resolved to strike first and to do so along the Danube, thereby threatening the Austrian capital of Vienna and crushing the Austrian army in Bavaria. Napoleon’s first military end state was to do this before either the Austrian armies in Italy or the reinforcing Russians could intervene. His overall political aim was to force the Austrian monarch into a subjugated peace, thus splitting the Third Coalition before it became a threat to France. A major consideration throughout was to keep Prussia neutral and outside of these events.

A secretive strategic redeployment of the Grand Armée from the Channel began on 26 August. After a brief pause at the Rhine, the French crossed on 26 September, and struck into the heart of Germany, closing seven Corps and 200,000 men on the Danube just ten days later. [See Map A1, pg 50.] The efficiency of this movement points out many of the strengths of the Napoleonic system. Excellent staff work included detailed reconnaissance, and numerous administrative and logistical arrangements which capitalized on the corps d’armée system and doctrine of ‘march
dispersed, fight concentrated.' Equally important was the superb training and morale of the veteran French units.\textsuperscript{43}

General Mack, deceived by Marshal Murat's Cavalry Corps feints into the Black Forest region, detected far too late Napoleon's main effort descending from the north on his Army's locations at Ulm and Augsburg.\textsuperscript{44} The brilliantly executed 500 mile operational maneuver achieved Napoleon's first military aim. After a series of minor battles General Mack was hopelessly encircled and surrendered 20 October, ending the "Battle of Ulm" and eliminating an army of 60,000 Austrians.\textsuperscript{45}

Bonaparte struck out again on 26 October, chasing an army of 40,000 allied troops under the Russian General Kutusov. Napoleon left Augreau's Corps to hold Bavaria and sent Marshal Ney's Corps to protect against returning Austrian forces from the south. Much to the Austrian's dismay Kutusov did not offer a major battle in front of Vienna and Marshal Murat captured the city on 13 November.\textsuperscript{46} Though Napoleon had destroyed a major army and possessed the Austrian capital, Emperor Francis I and Kutusov's army convergence with Czar Alexander and General Buxhowden put an Allied force of 86,000 men in nearby Olmutz. This left the French political aim largely unfulfilled. Thus on 23 November Napoleon moved 53,000 tired, bedraggled veterans to the vicinity of Brunn, dangerously close to Prussian borders and with winters grip rapidly closing out available campaigning days.\textsuperscript{47}

The leaders of the combined Austrian-Russian army at Olmutz were well aware of Napoleon's strategic and military situation and were eager for a battle of revenge. The allies watched with keen interest as Napoleon's main body (minus Bernadotte's and Davout's Corps each a day or two away) established itself near the village of Austerlitz. The allies attentively observed as the French
withdrew from the key Pratzen Heights overlooking Goldbach Brook, then feverishly dug defensive positions, while offering parley and improperly defending their flanks. \(^{48}\) Drawn in by Bonaparte's feigned weakness, and against General Kutusov's advice to await further reinforcements, the allies elected to attack. [See Map A2, pg 51.] The attack sought to crush the supposedly weak French flanks, but was conducted in a disjointed manner. With exquisite timing, Napoleon summoned his distant forces so their arrival coincided exactly with the desperate battle for the flanks. Then, carefully gauging the thinning of the allies center along the decisive Pratzen heights, Napoleon launched the smashing blow of Soult's corps and his reserves, splitting the Allied army and driving the majority of it into the frozen Satschan lakes to the south. \(^{49}\) The victory of Austerlitz was complete. It not only destroyed the allied army but achieved the political aims of Austrian peace, the collapse of the alliance, and the continued wary neutrality of Prussia.

**CAMPAIGN OF 1806-**

Elected not to pursue the defeated Russians, Napoleon consolidated the 1805 campaign by implementing the Treaty of Pressburg with the Austrian Emperor and strongly garrisoning the Bavarian region. Significantly Napoleon's attentions had already shifted to Prussia. \(^{50}\) In the wake of France's favorable military position following Austerlitz, Prussia was pressured into signing the Treaty of Schönbrunn on 15 December 1805. In this treaty King Frederick Wilhelm III of Prussia gave up control of some lesser German states (which became the basis for the French dominated Confederation of the Rhine the next July) and was forced to accept the state of Hanover in return, thus ensuring an end to trade and relations with Britain. \(^{51}\) In historian David Chandler's words, to
the eyes of Europe, "never had Prussian prestige been brought so low." The nation of Europe's greatest soldier, Frederick the Great, would not tolerate this situation for long.

From the Prussian's point of view the strategic situation was dire. Though the British had regained supremacy of the seas following Admiral Nelson's 21 October 1805 victory at Trafalgar, no significant land ally was immediately available. Further the cumulative diplomatic, political and economic effects of Napoleon's machinations were increasingly intolerable. Quite simply the Prussian choices were to attack on their terms or continue in isolation and suffer eventual attack on Napoleon's schedule. The debate raged for some time with the party for war led by the Queen of Prussia herself. Finally in July, news of French secret offers to return Hanover to Britain and of an invitation to the state of Saxony to join the Confederation of the Rhine, were too much. Prussian mobilization began on 10 August with a political aim of punishing France and reasserting control of the German states. The Prussian military end states for 1806 were continuously debated and frequently changed. Ultimately they resolved to strike first by invading Saxony in early September.

Napoleon's statesmanship in handling Prussia is controversial. His view of the situation concluded that France could suffer British domination of the seas for the time being, but any lingering challenges to her continental domination must be met forthrightly or risk further intrigues and alliances. Prussia had to be isolated, and if unruly, dealt with directly and promptly. The political aim was her defeat and a subjugated peace akin to Austria's, leaving France the undisputed continental power. Militarily three possible courses of action sought the same end state: to force a battle by threatening Berlin in order
to destroy the primary Prussian armies. Napoleon's course of action analysis eliminated a straight forward drive from the west as too direct and a northern envelopment from Holland as too exposed. Instead he chose to strike out of Bavaria and move rapidly through the Thuringian Forest in order to force the Prussian armies to battle by threatening their capital, their lines of communication and any hope of Russian intervention.57

Early reports on Prussia's mobilization for invasion of Saxony were initially discounted by Napoleon. He did not believe Prussia would challenge the Grand Armee' alone.58 As a precaution on 5 September Napoleon directed detailed reconnaissance of terrain north of Bamberg and by 18 September there was indisputable evidence of Prussia's intentions. Between 18 and 19 September Napoleon dictated 102 separate written orders directing assembly of the various Corps of the Grand Armee' in the general vicinity of Bamberg and Bayreuth by 4 October.59 Brother Louis King of Holland with 30,0000 troops was to demonstrate against the Prussians beginning 1 October, while Marshal Mortier's reinforced VIIIth Corps protected the direct route to the Rhine and French soil. Prince Eugene in Italy and General Brune's forces on the Channel were also placed on alert and reinforced.60

Meanwhile by late September the much delayed and endlessly debated Prussian preemptive strike strategy, was itself preempted. Now arguing over what defensive scheme to adopt, the principal Prussian dispositions on 4 October placed Duke Brunswick's forces near Weimar, Prince Ruchel's at Erfurt and Prince Hohenlohe's south of Jena on the Saale river. Poor unity of effort between the leaders was becoming quite apparent.61

On 8 and 9 October Napoleon began his advance from Bavaria in a "battalion square" formation of three columns of two corps
Napoleon's army advanced to the north with Bernadotte's I Corps leading in the center followed by Davout's III Corps (together 70,000 men). On the left Lannes' Vth Corps was followed by Augereau (total 40,000) and on the right Soult's IV Corps was followed by Ney's VI Corps (total 50,000). Murat's cavalry Corps led and the Imperial Guard followed in the center. Fighting a cavalry battle at Schleiz and destroying a 9,000 man force under Prussian Prince Louis at Saalfeld on 10 October, the Grand Armee emerged from the Thuringian Forest. Based on these early battles and a stream of cavalry reports, Napoleon ordered a wheel left for the Grand Armee on the night of 11 October, anticipating a battle further west in the vicinity of Erfurt. [See Map B1 large inset, pg 52.]

In fact Prince Hohenlohe's force continued to be directly on the center axis of this wheel, near Jena. Reacting to events on 13 October Prussian, "confidence of September had given place to near panic-stricken caution in October," and the main army under Brunswick hurried north to Leipzig to avoid battle as Hohenlohe and Ruchel's forces covered the movement. [See Map B2, pg 53.]

These maneuvers led directly to the twin battles of Jena-Auerstadt. In contact with the enemy on the night of 13 October and believing this to be the Prussian main force, Napoleon attacked to fix with only three Corps initially, knowing the day would bring him reinforcements as the Army concentrated. By 12:30 he had 42,000 men in reserve. Yet Jena was not to be the main battle on this day. Napoleon with 96,000 troops had struck only the Prussian flank forces of Prince Hohenlohe, belatedly reinforced by Prince Ruchel, for a total of 50,000. At Auerstadt Davout, with only his III Corps of 26,000, had struck Brunswick's force of 60,000 and routed them in an amazing display of superior
tactics and courage. This sealed the Prussian's fate. Napleon then launched a relentless three week pursuit of the Prussians which extended beyond Berlin, ending the campaign of 1806.

ANALYSIS:

The first issue for analysis is whether these campaigns were examples of decisive victory. As defined this must include the achievement of the political aim and derived military end states. Napoleon's unique combination of political and military power generally insured the aims and end states were closely related and that victory was achieved. The lopsided success at Ulm and the stunning reversal at Austerlitz met the military end state of destroying two allied armies, as well as the political aims of ending the Third Coalition, forcing Austria into a subjugated peace and keeping Prussia neutral.

But some scholars caveat the completeness of the victory in 1806. They argue that the victory was not a full one, because Napoleon's ruthless pursuit of his military end state, the destruction of the Prussian army, had a role in fostering the later rise of Prussian/German nationalism. Contemporarily, however there was little doubt as to the magnitude and completeness of the victory.

The next issue is "decisiveness", and its inherent controversy over speed or "quickness". Was the nature of the victory "overwhelming" in both comparative gains and losses and speed of execution? Historians agree with Napoleon on Ulm, "never have victories been so complete or less costly." Austerlitz is described as, "the thunderstroke victory that destroyed the enemy army in a single clash of arms." Jena-Auerstadt's citation is, "seldom in history has an army been reduced to impotence more swiftly or decisively." It is indeed hard to argue that Napoleon did not achieve quick decisive campaigns in 1805-1806.
At this point the issue of how it was done logically presents itself. For instance in the physical domain (focused on battlefield destruction) did the Grand Armee enjoy some unique advantages? The French initial monopoly on mass armies, so new and decisive at Valmy in 1792, did not exist in 1805 and 1806. The French did not have a significant advantage in number of troops on campaign and were sometimes the smaller of the two forces engaged. Nor did they enjoy a major advantage in weaponry. There were no "secret weapons". Generally the Grand Armee possessed the same generation of musketry, cannon and cavalry weapons as the rest of Europe though of marginal superiority. In the realm of logistics the French innovations were evolutionary and not revolutionary, but did have some effect. Certainly the efforts to do without large baggage trains and attempts to organize for forage on the march, did support a greater ability to project combat power through campaigning. But these facts are more a reflection of organization. In sum the French can be said to have had a slight advantage in the physical domain of war.

The French advantage in the cybernetic domain of war, however, was complete. First within the broad area of military organizational design, lie many of the demonstrable battlefield advantages of the Grand Armee. The Division and Corps systems which Napoleon perfected created Europe's first non-unitary army and directly improved the efficiency of French command and control, combined arms and on-the-march logistics. Less demonstrable is the impact superior French theory and doctrine had in both shaping Napoleon's organizational design and adapting to the changes these designs wrought on the battlefield. The finest example of this remains the doctrine that gave Corps commanders the independent ability to mass their own artillery or cavalry as
the situation dictated, insuring a more responsive and efficient
cconduct of the process of physical destruction on the battlefield.
Indeed Martin Van Creveld finds Napoleon's revolutionary system of
command primarily a case of superior doctrine and organization.79

In the more purely cybernetic realm of command and control,
the complete unity of command the French enjoyed under Napoleon,
from political-strategic considerations to military execution,
was instrumental.80 The councils-of-war which Napoleon's enemies
held prior to Austerlitz and Jena-Auerstadt were unable to agree
upon or implement coherently the required timely and resolute
political and military action. Colonel Gerhard von Scharnhorst
and Carl von Clausewitz observed this personally.81 Further in
1805 and 1806 this unity of command advantage was joined with a
superior capability to translate those command decisions into
unity of effort on the battlefield. Though modern critics find
fault with Napoleon's centralization of battlefield control, lack
of commanders intent etc... what truly mattered was the merit of
his methods relative to his contemporary enemies.82 Prussian
unity of effort was severely lacking, and the level of cohesion
and integration of the Austrian-Russian force at Austerlitz was
even worse.83 The very capable group of subordinate marshals in
the Grand Armee in 1805 and 1806, together with a rudimentary but
efficient system of staffs under Chief of Staff Bertheir, led to a
clearly superior unity of effort.84 The French dominance of the
cybernetic domain of war in these campaigns was total.

Yet it was the moral domain which points out the strongest
reasons for the stunning French successes of 1805 and 1806.
French leaders and soldiers were a constant source of French
dominance. The soldiers were often combat experienced, imbued
with revolutionary zeal and honed to a high state of training and
readiness by 1805. In the words of a contemporary judge, Carl von Clausewitz, comparing Prussian mistakes at Jena with Napoleon's at the Battle of Leipzig, "if Bonaparte at Leipzig was not as completely crushed as we were in 1806, it was due to the fact that his troops were better." Clausewitz's view that French soldiers were still superior in 1813 gives clear indication of the qualitative differences that were prevalent in 1806.

The application of the legendary courageous combat leadership of Napoleon and his marshals to this body of motivated, experienced, and trained soldiers in 1805 and 1806 explains how the French system formed high performing units. The monarchies opposing France were tied to old unitary army organizations and concepts. They also lacked the combination of trained and experienced forces. Further the monarchies were unwilling to implement major social change to feed motivation. Therefore they remained at a decisive disadvantage in the moral domain of war.

In hindsight the existence of asymmetrical armies here is undeniable. Beyond merely the three domains, the key crossover elements like organization, doctrine, and leadership are clearly in favor of the French. [See Table 2, pg 46.] Further the genius of the Napoleonic system was that it streamlined the French military machine, enhancing its measurable qualitative advantage. As Peter Paret states about the Grand Armee, "by placing the resources of France in the service of the new system for a time gave it absolute superiority." But did contemporary figures recognize this asymmetry and react to it appropriately? It would appear Napoleon sensed the power of the tool he had created before 1805. Yet contemporary public opinion, always a poor measure of actual military capabilities, continued to doubt French dominance even after Ulm
and Austerlitz. It is instructive to recall the eager surety of the Austrian and Russian leadership on the eve of Austerlitz and the Prussian's strident, confident stage of September 1806. Each badly misread the relative symmetry of the opposing armies. These are clear indicators of the difficulty in recognizing asymmetry.

Given his knowledge of the French asymmetrical advantage and his achievement of quick decisive victory in 1805-06, how did Napoleon then proceed? By 1809, while once again at war with Austria in the Danube region, he was to remark during the violent battle of Aspern-Essling that the Austrians were, "no longer the Army of Austerlitz." Though he recognized the improved Austrian massed artillery and perhaps their adoption of the corps system, Napoleon never fully recognized that, "as opposing armies modernized the likelihood of winning a decisive battle diminished." Similarly Napoleon's disastrous invasion of Russia in 1812 sought a major battle in the first 20 days, where he intended to apply his asymmetrical tool to achieve a decisive victory. But the French army invading Russia in 1812 was very different from that of 1805. Like his earlier opponents Napoleon simply did not accept that the asymmetrical gap was closing.

Nor did Napoleon recognize the limitations of a strategy of quick decisive victory. Over a seven year period Napoleon sent a series of French leaders to Iberia, demanding that each apply the solution of quick decisive victory against an uprising that could not be located. Rapid elimination of conventional forces in Spain in 1808-9 did not achieve his unsound political aim of usurping the monarchy. Peter Paret and others have criticized Napoleon for failing to realize that unity of command (or quick decisive victory) was no substitute for poor policy. Napoleon's attempt to usurp the Spanish throne led to a different kind of war,
costing France 40,000 casualties a year and an occupation army of 200,000. In many ways it became a two front war by 1812. Here is a political aim for which the military end state must be carefully derived. Napoleon presumed conventional victory would suffice, wholly underestimating the severity of the military task.95

Certainly by 1813 and the Battle of Leipzig it was becoming apparent to Napoleon that "quick victory" was no longer possible, though the degree to which symmetry had asserted itself was still hard to admit.96 This historical case study raises the issue of whether rare instances of true asymmetrical military capabilities between nations can be reliably monitored. Certainly it was quite difficult in the Napoleonic era. But what of another era?

IV. NAZI GERMANY'S CAMPAIGNS OF 1939 AND 1940

The sweeping victories of Nazi Germany from September 1939 to June 1940 are the 20th century equivalent of Napoleon's triumphs. That brief period included the invasions of Poland (September 1939) and the Campaign in the West (10 May-25 June 1940). The latter achieved in six weeks, what four bloody years of war a generation earlier had been unable to do: drive the British off the continent and secure the complete capitulation of France.97 This monograph will review these historical cases as possible examples of early 20th century quick decisive campaigns.

POLAND 1939-

In 1939 Poland's strategic situation was dire and growing worse. Through intimidation of Europe's war weary leaders, Nazi Germany's Adolph Hitler completed a string of bloodless victories by annexing Czechoslovakia in 1938.98 Hitler's gaze now shifted to the disputed city of Danzig, the Polish corridor and the German
nationals therein. Under the ploy of unsatisfactory negotiations, German military activity on three sides of Poland increased measurably in the summer of 1939. Germany's unexpected pact with the Soviet Union on the eve of the invasion completed the encirclement, and virtually insured the fourth disappearance of Poland from the map of Europe.99

The German political-strategic aim was quite clear: a quick decisive conquest of Poland to avoid a two front war, given British and French strategic awakening and moves toward rearmament.100 Poland on the other hand, needed a lengthy war. This would give the Poles the benefit of the fall's rain and mud while allowing Britain, and ultimately France, to fulfill their treaty obligations by attacking Germany from the west. Only this development held any real hope for the Poles, but it was not to be.101 Polish military end states were at cross purposes with this strategic aim. Their troop dispositions, essentially a cordon defense at the borders, protected the western industrial centers like Lodz, but gave up the excellent opportunity for a coherent defense behind the Vistula river.102 [See Map C1, pg 54.]

Germany's military end state meshed with their political-strategic aim completely: the surprise and rapid destruction of the fifth largest Army in Europe. Poland's initial force of 30 infantry divisions and 12 cavalry brigades, grew with mobilization to a force of one million men. But it had only 600 light tanks and 1500 inferior planes.103 Taking advantage of their superior mobilization capability and an undetected early start, the flower of the German Army - 1.5 million men in 52 divisions and the finest air force in Europe - invaded Poland at 4:45 am on 1 September 1939. Operating in five armies organized in Northern
and Southern army groups, the Germans planned a grand double encirclement of the Polish forces on each side of the Vistula.\textsuperscript{104}

By 3 September, under cover of complete air superiority by the Luftwaffe, the 3rd and 4th Armies of Army Group North had joined hands to cut the Polish corridor and were driving towards Warsaw, inflicting heavy losses on the Polish Pomorze and Modlin Armies. The Southern Army Group made steady progress, meeting the stiffest resistance west of Cracow. By 6 September the 10th Army was moving rapidly on Warsaw from the south.\textsuperscript{105} On 10 September the bypassed Polish Poznan Army attacked south pinning the northern elements of 8th Army. Eventually even this modicum of success was denied the Poles as Southern Army Group reinforced the flank, drew the Poznan Army further east and then encircled it in the Battle of Burza. The battle ended on 17 September with the surrender of a number of Polish formations and 170,000 troops.\textsuperscript{106}

On the same day the outer encirclement was equally successful with General Heinz Guderian's XIX Panzer Corps of 4th Army linking up with XXII Panzer Corps of the Southern Army Group just south of Brest Litovsk.\textsuperscript{107} Also on 17 September the cautious Russian advance from the east began, and major Polish resistance ended with the fall of Warsaw and Modlin strongholds on 27 and 28 September respectively. In less than a month Nazi Germany had achieved decisive victory at the relatively inexpensive cost of 10,761 men killed and 285 aircraft lost, and was already shifting major forces to the dangerously undermanned Western front.\textsuperscript{108}

By the winter of 1939–40 the immediate situation on the Western front was a stalemate, but the Wehrmacht did not rest on its new found laurels. Undoubtedly spurred by a looming war with more modern opponents, the performance in Poland was analyzed for shortcomings at every level in the German Army. In conjunction
with numerous reorganizations and the Army's expansion, an intense training effort sought to raise reserve officer and NCO performance while improving individual, small and large tactical unit proficiency. Areas of emphasis were unit toughening and seasoning through exercises which featured reconnaissance, night operations, transition from offense to defense, and physical fitness. This organizational integrity insured there were no Potemkin villages in the Wehrmacht at this time. Meanwhile the glib assertions of French generals that Poland was an aberration from which little could be learned presents a stark contrast.

**BATTLE OF FLANDERS AND NORTHERN FRANCE 1940-**

The Campaign in the West closely followed the German invasions of Denmark and Norway in April 1940. The campaign was in fact two campaigns with the Battle of Flanders lasting from 10 May to 5 June 1940, immediately followed by the Battle of France 5-25 June 1940. This monograph will focus on the former and only address the latter in passing. Many historians agree that by the time German forces reached the Channel coast on 20 May, the final outcome of the overall campaign had been decided.

Given France's predominance in land power, the Allies strategy was primarily a French strategy which sought avoidance of defeat, rather than the gaining of victory. This was to be done by buying time for strategic rearmament while husbanding manpower and keeping war away from sacred French soil. Militarily, this was achieved by imposing the Maginot Line as a barrier to invasion from the east and responding to attacks through the Low Countries with a deployment of the best French and British Expeditionary Force (BEF) divisions to the Dyle Line in Belgium. Later this effort was dangerously extended further north to the Breda Line in Holland. This scheme of protective actions kept the
force of 22 Belgium and 10 Dutch divisions available to the Allies, but cost deployment time, added considerable length to the defense, and precluded the possibility of any sizable reserve.114

German strategy was based on Hitler's simplistic political-strategic goal of a rapid final destruction of Western Powers in opposition to German expansion. A war of long duration was to be avoided for political-economic reasons and shortages of German war making raw materials. Finally the vital Ruhr industrial area had to be safeguarded from any attack, including aerial ones mounted from the Low countries.115 Militarily the method of achieving these war aims was intensely debated. The first plan was largely an updated version of the Schleiffen Plan. Eventually the German's embraced General Erich von Manstein's plea for a "decisive victory," and resolved to indicate a main attack north through the Low countries, while actually conducting it through the unlikely Ardennes Forest region. Known as Plan YELLOW, it called for rapid crossings of the Meuse river to allow a decisive drive to the Channel coast and encirclement to the north, or a turn south to Paris.116 The cumulative effect was to be as a revolving door with the Allies racing north and east for the Dyle-Breda line as the Wehrmacht main effort circled in behind them from the south and eventually the west.117 [See Map D1, pg 55.]

On 10 May German Army Group B of two armies comprising over 29 divisions, attacked spectacularly into Holland and Belgium with a full range of panzer, airborne, and commando operations well supported by the Luftwaffe. By 15 May Holland capitulated and the Allied deployment to the north had been successfully drawn in. In the south Army Group C consisting of 19 divisions probed the main French defenses on the Maginot Line. In the center the three armies and 45 divisions of Army Group A, including a Panzer Group
of three Panzer Corps, achieved the desired effect in the Ardennes, making the vital crossings of the Meuse River on 13 May against disorganized and bewildered French defenses. At the critical juncture of this battle, under intense Luftwaffe attack, French artillery and 55th Infantry Division units started a rout, even before the Panzers had crossed the river! A gap between the French 2nd and 9th Armies opened that would never close again.

Only late on the evening of the 15 May did the French high command discern the true German main effort and the rotten state of their military affairs. From 14-17 May French armor formations ineffectively confronted the Panzer columns on four occasions, and suffered badly. In the ensuing days the German Panzer columns would strike out in unprecedented fashion for the distant Channel coast, reaching it on the 20 May. Hard marching and fighting German infantry formations of Army Groups A and B rapidly consolidated the gains. Only the nervousness of the German high command, compounded by a mildly effective British armor counterattack at Arras on 21 May, forestalled a complete annihilation. Rather than slamming, the German door only stuttered closed, and extensive Allied manpower escaped in the evacuation of Dunkirk ending 4 June.

Yet, in less than a month, the Dutch, Belgian and most of the BEF had been eliminated (over 34 divisions), as well as thirty divisions representing the flower of the French army and virtually all of its tanks. The demise of the French Republic was assured. Under the ensuing Plan RED the Wehrmacht turned the juggernaut south. With complete domination in the air and 143 divisions in three Army Groups, they attacked relentlessly against 65 depleted and disheartened French divisions. The Germans captured Paris on 14 June, pinned French formations against their
own Maginot Line and with the Italy's cowardly attack in the south, France sought an armistice which took effect 25 June.124

ANALYSIS-

While the long term political-strategic decisiveness of these campaigns may be debatable to some, both achieved their militarily oriented political aims. Arguments that the Battle of Flanders was not decisive, primarily because of Dunkirk, fails to view the events in their total context.125 As Brian Bond has pointed out in strategic terms the Battle of Flanders led directly to the downfall of the French Republic, secured the Reich from attack from the West, provided an Axis springboard to pressure Britain's Mediterranean line of communications and did so with a finality that seemed irreversible.126 As for the Poland campaign, "the rapidity of Poland's complete destruction came as shocking surprise to the world at large...military history offers no prior example of a conquest so rapid and complete."127 The Nazi campaigns of 1939 and the Battle of Flanders 1940 were certainly early 20th century examples of quick decisive campaigns.

Breaking these campaigns down by domain of war reflects this as well. In the physical domain the Wehrmacht was asymmetrically superior to the Polish army but merely symmetrical to the Allied forces in 1940. Though the Polish army was impressive in size and its soldiers well trained and aggressive, they suffered greatly at the hands of German armored forces and the Luftwaffe's undisturbed attacks. Equally important in the Poland campaign was the German "Wave" mobilization system, a reflection of all three domains at work.128 As for 1940, most observers feel the Allies outnumbered the Germans in tanks and artillery.129 Robert Doughty in his book The Breaking Point: Sedan and the Fall of France disabuses a number of myths, including the belief the Allies were deficient in
quality or quantity of equipment. The myth of Luftwaffe total superiority is also deflated. Finally the German tactical logistics system for both campaigns was largely horse bound and certainly less modern than those employed by the French and British.

Like Napoleon's campaigns it is in the moral and cybernetic domains that asymmetry truly existed. In the cybernetic domain the Wehrmacht enjoyed complete dominance over the Poles and clear ascendancy over the French. Indeed the Poles have been charged with an, "intellectual weakness," while the Battle of Flanders has been described as a "triumph of the (German) intellect." In both campaigns the military nature of the strategic war aims were closely supported by the German operational end states derived and achieved. The incongruence of the forward Polish troop dispositions with a strategic aim of a long war indicated that, "the Polish deployment plan had no clear-cut operational objective whatever..." and their dispositions actually fit around the German plan, "like a glove." Similarly the flawed 1940 Allied strategy based on the Maginot Line and Dyle-Breda Line deployments insured operational commanders, "could not react adequately to the challenge of the German breakthrough and the massing of her Panzers." The subsequent, "paralysis of command," afflicted the allies command and control decisively.

Spanning the cybernetic and moral domains is the issue of senior leadership. In the Battle of Flanders Allied senior leaders like Generals Gamelin, Georges and Weygand needlessly shifted reserve formations around. These actions wasted precious time in the midst of the crisis.

Another aspect of the moral domain is the willingness to fight. In Poland some felt the truly decisive element of victory
was the spirit of the German troops and units. But ultimately, "all the dash and bravery which the Poles frequently displayed could not compensate for the lack of modern arms and serious tactical training." In 1940 incidents like that of the 55th Division rendered the French "will to fight" suspect to many. The famous book Strange Defeat by the Frenchman Marc Bloch examines this issue and the national psyche, but it also mentions lack of training. On this point Doughty agrees strongly stating the 55th's failure is primarily reflective of, "its poor training, poor preparation for battle and its poor leadership."

The asymmetry between the armies in these campaigns is apparent. [See Table 3, pg 47.] Even at the height of the blitzkrieg myth, knowledgeable contemporary observers discerned the true source of asymmetry:

in this victory the new German air and mechanized forces played an unprecedented part. Nevertheless, it would be wrong to say the German success was due to these two arms alone. Simply stated, Germany's stupendous victory may be attributed to the superiority of the entire German Army over the outmoded Polish war machine. Germany's balanced, well-trained, and ably led forces found no match in those of her smaller rival (Poland).

Nor was this asymmetry best measured in new technology or numbers of men or machines. Discussing the Wehrmacht in the wake of the Poland campaign General Erich Von Manstein states, "while the material achievement of rearmament had certainly been largely due to Hitler's own efforts, material superiority alone would by no means have guaranteed so swift and conclusive a victory." Rather doctrine, organization, training and leadership continued to be the best indicators of the level of asymmetry.

The campaign in Poland revealed a stark contrast in combined arms organization and doctrine, but it was just as prevalent in
the west in 1940. Doughty notes that there were major differences in German and French doctrine, on everything from artillery employment, infantry tactics, to combat leadership. He forcefully argues the root of most French failures was their doctrinal adherence to a firepower dominated, methodical battle concept, which was tightly controlled, in fact managed, by the senior leadership. This concept was not modern, in the sense of maximizing the new weapons. Modern weapons were better employed in the German breakthrough battle concept which accepted a chaotic battlefield, put a premium on mobility, and advocated individual commander initiative and decentralization as virtues. This was reflected in organizational differences as German Panzer units were much more combined arms in design.

Training and leadership reflected these doctrines as well. The contrasted performances of junior leaders of Guderian's attacking Panzer corps and the French 55th division confirmed this during the battle for the Meuse crossings sites.

A common perception of historians is that the French were, "outsmarted strategically and outfought tactically." This closely corresponds to the cybernetic (aims, end states, command and control, doctrine, organization) and moral (training, will to fight, leadership) domains. As a result, "the German army had reached a state of combat readiness that was far superior to that of its opponents."

This asymmetry of the cybernetic and moral domains was difficult for contemporary national leaders to recognize. Certainly the Polish and French leaders failed to see or acknowledge that the battlefield calculus had changed. Indeed as Matthew Cooper put it in his seminal work The German Army 1933-1945, "the impression on contemporary minds made by these fast and
devastating victories was immense; the contrast with the bitter and lengthy deadlock of the previous World War seemingly inexplicable.\textsuperscript{150} This statement not only relates the shock effect of quick decisive campaigns, it implies the desperate, feverish hunt to understand what had occurred - to discover or recognize the essence of the asymmetrical advantage.

It is clear that Hitler did not understand it before, during, or after 1940. Prior to Poland he cited the western powers source of weakness as, "the backwardness of British and French armaments, particularly with regard to air strength and anti-aircraft defence," saying nothing of their doctrine, leadership, or unit cohesion.\textsuperscript{151} Later in the war Von Manstein felt that Hitler's pet "formula" or solution to any situation was new technology. He felt Hitler had no grasp of the requisite training and unit integration necessary to apply the weapon effectively on the battlefield.\textsuperscript{152} This lack of complete understanding and appreciation for the true components of asymmetry reaped Nazi Germany an unsavory legacy from her quick decisive campaigns.

The events following the fall of France show both Hitler's voracious appetite for quick decisive victory and his lack of understanding of it. Hitler's diffused three prong attack into the Soviet Union in 1942 was based on wavering ideological and economic interests. This hopelessly jumbled up his political-strategic aim with his operational end states and banked on operational and tactical success everywhere. He ignored the pleas of his generals to adopt a political aim, such as Moscow or a military end state such as destruction of the Red Army, in order to focus a true main effort. Instead Hitler expected success on all fronts simultaneously, he expected quick decisive victory.\textsuperscript{153}
V. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS

After looking at quick decisive campaigns of an earlier era it is appropriate to ask what about those of today and tomorrow? As stated earlier, a primary basis for the US Army's notion of quick decisive victory has been the results of JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM. To establish a basis for some comparison it is useful to now briefly review these very recent operations.

JUST CAUSE AND DESERT STORM-

In December of 1989 President George Bush ordered 27,000 US troops into Panama for the political aim of overthrowing dictator General Manuel Noreiga. This was due to Noreiga's indictment for drug trafficking in the US, to protect American lives in Panama, and to restore democratically elected officials of the Endara government. The military operational end state was the rapid elimination of the dictator's primary source of power and control, the Panamanian Defense Force or PDF, and the capture of Noreiga. In what has been described as, "a special operation mission writ large," US forces struck dozens of enemy positions in a single night using surprise, mass, and mix of conventional and special operation forces. JUST CAUSE should be judged a quick decisive victory because, "measured as military operation Just Cause was clearly a success, even a masterpiece," and the operation insured, "the rapid, overwhelming application of combat power ended the fighting as soon as possible with minimum loss of life."

Operation DESERT STORM began on 17 January 1991 to achieve the political war aims of the complete withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait and the restoration of that country's legitimate
government. From 7 August 1990 to 15 January 1991 Operation DESERT SHIELD had largely achieved the other US political-strategic aims of deterring, and if required, repelling further Iraqi aggression and protecting the lives of American citizens. The operational end states were the aims with the addition of eliminating Iraq's weapons of mass destruction and regional offensive capabilities.

Within the context of an unprecedented coalition force, Operation DESERT STORM was accomplished through a dynamic US joint campaign. Largely executed as planned, the Coalition conducted a massive air operation to gain air superiority, subsequently attacked Iraqi command and control, strategic infrastructure, cut off tactical forces and began to destroyed them. Synchronized with the final portions of the air campaign, the ground operation commenced 24 February 1991 with Coalition and Marine forces conducting supporting attacks due north into Kuwait. Meanwhile, following an undetected 300 mile shift to the west, two US corps attacked the flank and rear of the Iraqi main defenses in a 100 hour lightening strike. DESERT STORM was a decisive campaign. Even the harshest critics concede that the triumph on the battlefield was beyond doubt. The campaign fully achieved its objectives of eliminating Iraq's offensive capability and ejecting its forces from Kuwait.

ANALYSIS-

In these operations the US Army dominated the physical domain of war. In JUST CAUSE a chief source of success was the technological ability to fight at night. In both cases, but particularly DESERT STORM, the ability to maneuver and apply firepower through the air was completely controlled by the US. Further the strategic, operational and tactical logistical power
of US forces was a case of overmatch and surprise to both Noreiga and Saddam Hussein. Indeed it was the logistics underpinnings of the "Hail Mary" play in DESERT STORM which provided the basis for real surprise and victory.

The cybernetic domain reflects the same situation. US political aims and guidance were clear to those commanders who needed it, when they needed it. From this a superlative job of deriving military end states to form the basis for planning and execution occurred. Unity of command and unity of effort in the case of the DESERT STORM coalition, led directly to an advantage over the enemy's ability to react to changing events.

Once again the moral domain is where the difference in capability and performance is most starkly contrasted. The quality of US service members is consistently cited as an unequivocal source of success in both operations. This is especially true relative to their opponents as many of the PDF were simply, "bad soldiers," and the Iraqis "unskilled." For large numbers of the PDF and Iraqi soldiers the motivation to fight was also lacking. Surrendering without a fight was common in both conflicts.

The elements of superior doctrine, organization, leadership, and training were all inherent to a very clear advantage in all three domains of war. For instance in both operations US doctrine and organizations provided a clear advantage in synchronizing and applying combat power. Also advanced levels of individual, crew and unit training were cited repeatedly as a clear difference between the US and their opponents and an absolute source of success. Finally US leadership and commandership far surpassed that present in the PDF or the Iraqi forces.
The enumerated "sources of success" to these quick decisive campaigns make it clear the US enjoyed significant advantages in all three domains. [See Table 4, pg 48.] The asymmetry between US forces, the PDF, and (in hindsight) the Iraqi forces is undeniable. Given these more recent campaign results what can be summarized about the common characteristics of quick decisive campaigns?

**CHARACTERISTICS OF QUICK DECISIVE CAMPAIGNS**

This review has revealed some common characteristics between Napoleon's 1805 and 1806 campaigns, the campaigns of Nazi Germany in 1939 and 1940 and Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM. The two most significant characteristics in common are the correct integration of military end states within political-strategic war aims and the existence, recognition and exploitation of significant advantages in the domains of war. In fact these characteristics are so pervasive in campaigns of this type that these become essential pre-conditions, for the successful conduct of quick decisive campaigns.

Analysis has verified Clausewitz's point: that war is an extension, and therefore a reflection, of policy. If the policy, that most far-reaching act of judgment is sound, the war and the campaign can be sound. If war can ever be thought of as 'good', good policy can lead to good war. The decisive campaigns have each been within the framework of sufficiently sound policy, which selected a political-strategic war aim the military element of national power could achieve. Each campaign in turn derived, integrated or "nested" military operational end states which corresponded as closely as possible with achieving the war aims. It is not an unimportant sidelight that each of the campaigns studied had sufficient time to allow this crucial step to be done...
thoughtfully and correctly. The marriage of war aim and operational end state insures the basis of "decision" and "victory," in the political-strategic sense, is primary. Victory in military terms or victory in terms of gains and losses, can only have decisiveness when the political is predominant. This alignment of the aim and the end state is so fundamental, it is an essential pre-condition for quick, decisive campaigns.

The intellectual effort required in selecting achievable war aims and then military end states that support them is often lacking. In 1808 and 1809 Napoleon's policy decision about the Spanish throne and its derived military end states were incorrect. Hitler's policy judgments of 1941, declaring war on the US and while invading the Soviet Union, were similarly flawed. Indeed the campaigns of 1806, JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM have been criticized by some as flawed on this same basis. The former has been previously discussed. In the case of the latter two, the announced political war aims were met by the military end states achieved. It is perhaps too soon to tell if those war aims contained the far-reaching vision for long term national interests that some are quick to demand. It should be remembered, however, that the political leader must balance such ideal considerations with the pressing demands of the moment, like protecting his citizens lives.

The next, and most dominant, characteristic of quick decisive campaigns is the qualitative disparity between the opposing armies at the start of the campaign. This significant relative imbalance, or asymmetry, provides the very basis in military capability to perform the campaign quickly and decisively. Generally this asymmetrical situation between the two opposing militaries can be assessed in the three domains of war -
moral, cybernetic and physical. Review of the case studies has revealed that quick decisive campaigns require an asymmetrical advantage in the moral and cybernetic domains, with a minimum of symmetry in the physical. [See Table 5, pg 49.]

It is logical that prerequisites for quick decisive campaigns are asymmetrical advantages in the moral and cybernetic domains, with only symmetry required in the physical domain. The physical domain is about the destructive process on the battlefield. A marked disadvantage there will routinely presage defeat and certainly preclude any rapid and conclusive success. More common, however, is a rough symmetry in destructive capability between opponents. Then the other domains become critical. Ultimately it is the willingness (moral domain) and ability (cybernetic domain) to apply that destructive process, that will determine which side prevails. To prevail in a swift, dominant manner requires a marked advantage in these two domains to apply the destructive process more precisely and efficiently than the opponent. This is the description of the asymmetry that is a precondition to decisive campaigns as defined in this monograph (i.e. low casualties not a requirement).

In each campaign examined the victors enjoyed a clear advantage in the moral domain of war. Ultimately Napoleon's and Hitler's armies enjoyed the benefit of better quality soldiers, more highly trained, imbued and inspired by superior confidence in their doctrine, organizations and their leaders. The result was an increased confidence and willingness to fight. Similarly in the years preceding JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM, the US Army fully incorporated the idea that, "people win wars; machines do not." Recent results have vindicated this policy.
In the cybernetic domain the armies of Napoleon and Nazi Germany were superior to their opponents in every instance studied. The significant improvements of the Grand Armee in organization, command and control and combined arms doctrine, when focused by the native military genius of Napoleon, forged a cybernetic combination initially beyond the reach of other European powers. Similarly the organization and doctrine surrounding the "blitzkrieg" of Nazi Germany's forces held complete sway for a time as well. The equivalent modern achievement by US forces in DESERT STORM insured, "the synchronization of air, ground and sea resources completely disrupted the enemy's plans, precipitating the quick and decisive capitulation of his forces." 178

For the Grand Armee and the Whermacht the physical domain was no doubt important, but not to the same degree as the other domains of war. Certainly they needed a physical destruction capability at least equal to their opponents, but they achieved quick decisive campaigns with little more than that. The review has pointed out that in 1805 and 1806 the French advantages in weaponry and logistics were only slight, and that the masters of blitzkrieg actually were inferior in tanks and logistics in 1940. On the other hand US forces in Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM had domination of the physical domain of war. It is instructive that the analysis indicates, when physical asymmetry is added to the others, decisive campaigns approach the ideal of quick decisive victory - small numbers of casualties and amounts of damage. Relative to DESERT STORM and JUST CAUSE, earlier campaigns were much more costly to the victors in loss of life and equipment. [Review Tables 2, 3, and 4, pgs 46-48]
ASMMETRY EXPLAINED—

Often attempts to describe and understand the phenomena of military asymmetry are put in the more widely used terms of doctrine, organization, training and leadership. For instance Van Creveld asserts the superiority of the Grand Armee stems from its doctrine and organization.179 Another way to appreciate the complexity of military asymmetry is to think of its raw materials as theory, technology and the broad influence of the other elements of national power; its tools of manufacture as doctrine, organization and training; and its tools of application as material, soldiership and leadership. These analogies may assist civilian and military leaders trying to go about the very difficult task of recognizing asymmetry.

It is the inability to accurately recognize asymmetry that causes many regimes to fail to achieve decisive victory. It must be understood that asymmetry is a discrete measurement relative to only a single opponent. A nation's military might be asymmetrical to one opponent, such as the US versus Iraq, while simultaneously symmetrical with another, such as US versus the USSR. Further, analysis of the case studies strongly indicates that asymmetry is not constant and will change over time. Napoleon's expectations of quick decisive campaigns in 1809 and 1812 presumed the same levels of asymmetry the French possessed in 1805-1806. In reality the situation relative to the Austrians in 1809 and the Russians in 1812 had changed significantly in each case.180

In the final analysis it is this ability to discern the existence or non-existence of the requisite asymmetry that should concern every military leader and operational planner. Review of the historical case studies has shown numerous examples where this ability was lost or not assiduously pursued, with the result being
disaster. In addition to the Prussians in 1806 and the Iraqis in 1990 Napoleon’s Leipzig campaign is an example where the true nature of his military capability was not discerned. Hitler fell prey to a similar problem when he repeatedly refused commander’s requests to surrender terrain for a better defensive posture on the Eastern Front. Hitler believed German asymmetry still existed and would suffice.

Nor is it any easier today. On the eve of the Gulf War Iraqi leaders continued to believe the US forces would not and could not fight. On 9 January 1991 in the final discussions in Geneva, Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz told Secretary of State James Baker that it would be a short war because American soldiers did not know how to fight in the desert. Nor could the Iraq’s former Soviet allies convince them of their incorrect view of the battlefield asymmetry. Also in spite of the White House and Pentagon wanting to send a message of imminent and overwhelming military superiority, in the days immediately preceding the war statements by top US commanders inexplicably emphasized they expected a tough fight of six or more months, and that the US forces still needed time to be ready. Apparently the US commanders did not recognize the total asymmetry they possessed. Measuring asymmetry is indeed a difficult task.

This monograph has pointed out historical and modern instances where quick decisive campaigns and victories have been dramatically achieved. Often contemporarily referred to as revolutions in warfare, these campaigns are indeed wondrous examples of the military art at its peak, and they represent worthy models for nations and militaries to attempt to emulate. But understanding the essence of this military strategy and especially achieving its essential pre-conditions are not simple
tasks. It is equally clear that there are some inherent dangers involved with dealing in the mercurial world of asymmetrical armies and strategies of quick decisive victory.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Historically the phenomenon of quick decisive campaigns have been most strongly characterized by an army's ability to swiftly and comprehensively exploit an asymmetrical advantage over their opponents in the domains of war.

There are at least two essential pre-conditions for quick decisive campaigns. The first, a requirement for unity of effort in any campaign, is the intellectual integration or alignment of military operational end states to support achievement of the nation's soundly derived political-strategic war aims. This pre-condition directs the entire military effort efficiently, and therefore rapidly. The second precondition is possessing significant asymmetrical advantages in the cybernetic and moral domains of war, with at least symmetry in the physical. This pre-condition provides the basis for domination of the enemy in the theater of war, theater of operations or on the battlefield.

There are two dangers inherent in a military service implementing strategy of "quick decisive victory" and each is tied to the essential pre-conditions. The first danger is that such an intriguing military strategy, especially once successfully demonstrated, will act as a mirage to the political leader and become a poor substitute for the wise determination of legitimate political-strategic aims. Dictators like Napoleon and Hitler are especially prone to drifting into this trap of substituting quick decisive victory for sound strategic considerations. As Russell
F. Weigley has eloquently argued, war is not policy by other means, it is the bankrupting of policy. Weigley’s advice that the strongest nations have been those that minimize their use of war as policy, is sound counsel to all national leaders, particularly those possessing the capability for quick decisive victory.  

The second, and more likely danger for a democratic military power, is to presume that the asymmetry requisite to perform quick decisive victory is somehow permanent or constant. Napoleon and Hitler failed to react appropriately to the coincident deterioration in their own capability and enemy improvements. They failed to anticipate the return of war’s natural state of symmetry, which Weigley labels, "the recalcitrant indecisiveness of war." Having possessed quick decisive victory once, neither would acknowledge that it had become a mirage of their more glorious pasts and beyond the reach of their harsh new reality. Peter Paret assessment of Napoleon’s ability to recognize the asymmetrical conditions of quick decisive victory was that:

More accurately than others he recognized the military potential of changes taking place, and brought them together into a system of unexcelled destructive power. For a time he rose above events, shaping and driving them forward, until in his later years he sank back again into the stream of general historical development...

Because asymmetry is so fleeting, a strategy of quick decisive victory will demand a heavy price to achieve or maintain it. In a time of relative peace that price will be hard to justify in a democracy, because the asymmetry is difficult to demonstrate or measure to the satisfaction of the general public.

However if a policy of serious pursuit of quick decisive victory is in effect, the key aspect on which an operational planner should focus is the "decisiveness". Any focus on
"victory" may suffer from the very nebulousness of the concept, while a focus on "quick" is often an open invitation for controversy and debate. The lingering debate over the speed of execution of DESERT STORM's ground campaign is such an example. Yet the operational planner cannot just measure decisiveness in military terms. Overwhelming the enemy rapidly can never become an end unto itself, but rather must be an intermediate end state tied to clear achievement of the political-strategic aim.

In the final analysis, any act of war, and especially overwhelming successful war, carries an inherent cost to the acting nation.\textsuperscript{190} Therefore such an act should be decisive, avoiding gradual or prolonged warfare because the size of that cost increases over time. But that decisiveness must first equate to political victory defined as achievement of the overarching, farsighted war aim which has been determined to be in the nation's best interests. Victory in military terms must subordinate itself to victory in terms of political-strategic war aims in all cases. If the overarching political war aim will allow it and if the military tool can achieve it, only then can victory in terms of vast gains for negligible losses be reasonably pursued. National leaders, as well as operational commanders and planners, must keep this hierarchy of victory in sharp focus. They must understand well the heavy price that has to be paid in peace, if victory of every kind is to be won in war.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>ANALYSIS MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOMAINS:</strong></td>
<td><strong>-Physical:</strong> Firepower/Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manpower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASE STUDY:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Doctrine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napoleonic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805 - Ulm/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerlitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1806 - Jena/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerlitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazi Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939 - Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940 - France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Army</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Cause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Storm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | ? | ?QDV? | ? |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>ANALYSIS MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOMAINS:</strong></td>
<td><strong>-Physical-</strong> Firepower/Mobility Logistics Manpower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASE STUDY:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napoleon</td>
<td>Slightly better weapons and logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805 - Ulm/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerlitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1806-Jena/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auerstadt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESULTS:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulm 191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French: 2,000 KIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austrians: 4,000 KIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000 POW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerlitz 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French: 1,305 KIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,940 WIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573 POW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian &amp; Austrian:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000 KIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>est. 23,500 WIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000 POW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jena/Auerstadt 193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French: 12,052 all types</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prussian: 38,000 all types on 14 Oct; for 1806 overall 25,000 casualties, 140,000 POW, 250 colours &amp; 2,000 guns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOMAINS:</th>
<th>Physical: Firepower/Mobility</th>
<th>Cybernetic: Intellectual Depth</th>
<th>-Method of Control</th>
<th>-System of Command</th>
<th>-Quality of Soldiers</th>
<th>-Motivation to Fight</th>
<th>-Morale of Unit</th>
<th>Sources of Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Method of Control</td>
<td>System of Command</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of Soldiers</td>
<td>Morale of Unit</td>
<td>Sources of Success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manpower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation to Fight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CASE STUDY:

**Naz Germany**
- 1939 - Poland
- 1940 - France

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>Air superiority</th>
<th>Political War Aims - Military End State</th>
<th>Outstanding Training</th>
<th>Combined Arms</th>
<th>Doctrine &amp; Organiz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10,000 KIA</td>
<td>30,000 WIA</td>
<td>3,000 POW</td>
<td>Superior Command &amp; Control</td>
<td>Leadership Initiative</td>
<td>Small Unit Cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equivalent Weapons</td>
<td>Combines Arms</td>
<td>Combat Readiness</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extensive Tmg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctrine &amp; Organiz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Combines Arms</td>
<td>Doctrine &amp; Organiz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RESULTS:

**Poland 1944**
- German: 10,000 KIA
- 30,000 WIA
- 3,000 POW
- Polish: Army of 1 million annihilated;
- 600K in 30 Div & 12 Cav Bdes destroyed;
- 400K never able to mobilize.

**France 1940-1945**
- (thru Fall of France)
- German: 27,000 KIA
- 111,000 WIA
- 18,000 POW
- & 1,284 Aircraft, 50% armor veh.
- French: 90,000 KIA
- 200,000 WIA
- 1.9 million POW
- & 560 Aircraft (2,400 captured)
- British: 68,000 all types/R31 Aircraft
- Belgian: 23,000 all types
- Dutch: 10,000 all types, Allies armor veh losses near 100%
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4</th>
<th>ANALYSIS MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOMAINS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Physical-</td>
<td>-Cybernetic-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firepower/Mobility</td>
<td>Intellectual Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Method of Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manpower</td>
<td>System of Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE STUDY:</th>
<th>Doctrine</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Experience/Training</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Army</td>
<td>Air Superiority</td>
<td>Political War Aims</td>
<td>Advanced levels of Training</td>
<td>Soldiership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Cause</td>
<td>Logistical</td>
<td>Military End State</td>
<td>Soldiers Motivation to Fight</td>
<td>Doctrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Storm</td>
<td>Overmatch</td>
<td>Battle Command</td>
<td>Unit Leadership in Battle</td>
<td>Leaders &amp; Commanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fight at Night</td>
<td>Doctrine &amp; Organiz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Synchronization &amp; Unity of Effort</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| RESULTS: | |
| Just Cause | 196 |
| US: | 23 KIA |
| | 3 Civ KIA |
| | 324 WIA |
| PDF: | 314 KIA |
| est 202 Civ KIA | |
| unknown WIA | |
| Desert Storm | 197 |
| US: | 148 KIA |
| | 3001 WIA |
| | 10 POW |
| Iraqi (estimates): | 25,000 KIA |
| | 50,000 WIA |
| | 80,000 POW |
| 43 divs engaged, 25 destroyed, 18 attritted | 3,847 tanks |
| | 1450 APC |
| | 2917 arty |
| | 500 Aircraft |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5: ANALYSIS MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOMAINS:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firepower/Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manpower</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE STUDY:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Napoleon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805 - Ulm/ Austerlitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1806-Jena/ Auerstal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Nazi Germany** | Air superiority | Political War Aims = Military End State | Outstanding Training | Combined Arms |
| 1939 - Poland | Inferior Logistics | Superior Command & Control | Leadership Initiative | Doctrine |
| 1940 - France | Equivalent Weapons | Combined Arms Doctrine & Organiz | Small Unit Cohesion | Leadership |
| | Combien Arms | | Combat Readiness | |

| **US Army** | Air Superiority | Political War Aims = Military End State | Advanced levels of Training | Soldiership & Tng |
| Just Cause | Logistical Overmatch | Battle Command | Soldiers Motivation to Fight | Doctrine |
| Desert Storm | Fight at Night Technology | Doctrine & Organiz | Unit Leadership in Battle | Leaders & Commanders |
| | | Synchronization & Unity of Effort | High Technology | |

| **Common Characteristics** | Minimum of Physical | Clear | Clear | QDV is Cybernetic & Moral Asymmetry |
| | Symmetry | Cybnetic Asymmetry | Moral Asymmetry | Measured by: |
| | | | | Doctrine |
| | | | | Organization |
| | | | | Training |
| | | | | Leadership |
| | | | | Soldiers |
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15US Army, FM 100-5 (Final Draft), pg 1-4, states the American public's desire for decisive victory as well as the more modern requirement for low casualties.
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Ibid, 22-35.

Dr. Robert M. Epstein, School of Advanced Military Studies instructor, 13 November 1992 lecture to the Advanced Military Studies Program, covering Course #4 "The Historical Practice of Operational Art" Lesson 4-3 Emergence of Modern War I and accompanying handout entitled "The Transformation of Warfare 1763 -1805". Epstein's handout and discussion introduced the notion of symmetry between specific armies on specific battlefields. This
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Hall argues that by not demonstrably taking Berlin in the midst of his pursuit Napoleon undercut his political-strategic aim for the sake of his military end state of destruction of the Prussian armies. Chandler and Weigley on the other hand are more cautious in their criticism, tending to cite the very nature of the victory as being inherently and perhaps unavoidably unacceptable to the Prussian leadership and populace.

Dr. Shaw, 28 - in discussing the surrender of the celebrated Prussian Guards during the pursuit following Jena, equates it with a modern hypothetical surrender of US Marines to Nicaraguans - such was the shock and devastation to Prussia and to Europe.

Britt and Chandler assess French weapons as not particularly good though superior to most European armies, in particular the Austrian's in 1805. French advantage in artillery is the most prevalent at this time, though much of that stems from organization. Elting calls French weapons, "as good as as those of other European nations."

Elting, 559, agrees citing, "nothing new in this system of letting war support war."

Britt, 31; Chandler Napoleon, 341; Chandler Austerlitz, 27; Elting, 477. Britt and Chandler assess French weapons as not particularly good though superior to most European armies, in particular the Austrian's in 1805. French advantage in artillery is the most prevalent at this time, though much of that stems from organization. Elting calls French weapons, "as good as as those of other European nations."
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Weigley Battles, 389.

Chandler Napoleon, 502.

Britt, 31; Chandler Napoleon, 341; Chandler Austerlitz, 27; Elting, 477. Britt and Chandler assess French weapons as not particularly good though superior to most European armies, in particular the Austrian's in 1805. French advantage in artillery is the most prevalent at this time, though much of that stems from organization. Elting calls French weapons, "as good as as those of other European nations."
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Van Creveld, Command, 101. Also Chandler Napoleon, 136 lays out the French theory and doctrine legacy which Napoleon inherited. Elting, 58 similarly emphasizes the independence of the corps and the relative inflexibility of the Allied formations in 1805 (pg 496) and Prussians in 1806 (517).


For criticisms of Napoleon command and control practices see Hall, 38,39 and Fuller, 53.

Elting, 516 describes the Prussian senior command as, "many elderly generals, with leather lungs and entirely unjustified illusions of infallibility, who insisted on arguing over their orders rather than obeying them." Anders, 50,51 briefly recounts the rampant distrust between Austrians and Russians and the ad-hoc nature of their command.
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